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Manage Costs
Many testing solutions make claims to save time and money, which have
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simply failed to materialise. The T-Plan Product Suite has been proven to
reduce both the cost of testing and the cost of development and
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maintenance. Its process driven approach enables errors to be detected
early- avoiding costly waste and delay. In addition, the impact of project
change can now be fully explored, defined, managed and reported
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throughout the system development lifecycle.
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Reduce Business Risk

Professional
A Corporate Standard
for Testing

If the fundamental question in testing is "When is the system ready to go
live?" you need to be able to manage an entire process which gives you
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the freedom to decide whether a system is ready to launch based on
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levels of acceptable risk. To do this you need to carefully establish the
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exit criteria. The T-Plan Product Suite allows the definition of these
criteria, and the management of their execution from the high level
down. Because no new system is ever defect free, testing is largely a risk
reduction process. By allocating business risk to each functional area of
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the system, T-Plan ensures the testing effort is in proportion to the
associated risk that can be reduced to an acceptable level.
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Regulate The Process
Testing comprises a variety of tasks over disparate systems, some
automated and others manual, leading to complexity in assessment and
management for quality assurance. The T-Plan Product Suite delivers
structure and control to the multi-discipline environment of software
testing, and has been shown to result in savings and improved quality for
client companies.
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